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The global financial crisis called into question the modern approach to understanding business cycles and revived
interest in theories dating back to the 19th century. The standard modern treatment regards an economic system
as tending toward a stable equilibrium path with fluctuations around that path attributed to exogenous shocks.
The alternative, articulated brilliantly by Bagehot in 1874, views fluctuations as the outgrowth of an endogenous
cyclical process rooted in the financial system. Later proponents of endogenous cycle theory have included
Schumpeter and Minsky. This seminar will lay out the competing strains of thought and resolve them in a synthesis
due to Bagehot himself which recognizes a combination of exogenous shocks and endogenous cyclical
vulnerability playing out in macroeconomic fluctuations. The theoretical concepts will then be applied to
interpreting the Philippine history of business cycles.
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